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Context & Scale

With the threat of global warming

and energy crises, searching for

renewable energy resources with

reduced carbon emissions is one of

the most urgent challenges to

sustainable development of human

civilization. Vibration, as a type of

common mechanical motion,

ubiquitously exists in people’s daily

life in a variety of forms and wide

range of scales. Over decades it has

been an attractive target for energy

harvesting, toward which various

working mechanisms and designs

have been developed.

Relying on a coupling effect of

contact electrification and

electrostatic induction, in the past

5 years, the triboelectric

nanogenerator (TENG) has been

applied as a fundamentally new

technology to revive the field of

vibration energy harvesting/

sensing. The demonstrated

instantaneous energy conversion

efficiency of �70% and a total

efficiency of 85% distinguish TENG

from traditional techniques in this

aspect. In this article, both TENG-

enabled vibration energy

harvesting and self-powered active

sensing are comprehensively

reviewed. Toward future field

advancement, problems pressing

for solutions and onward research

directions are also discussed to

deliver a coherent picture.
Vibration energy harvesting and sensing is a traditional and growing research

field in which various working mechanisms and designs have been developed

for an improved performance. Relying on a coupling effect of contact electrifi-

cation and electrostatic induction, in the past 5 years, triboelectric nanogener-

ator (TENG) has been applied as a fundamentally new technology to revive

the field of vibration energy harvesting and self-powered sensing, especially

for low-frequency vibrations such as human motion, automobile, machine,

and bridge vibrations. The demonstrated instantaneous energy conversion

efficiency of �70% and a total efficiency up to 85% distinguished TENG from

traditional techniques. In this article, both TENG-enabled vibration energy har-

vesting and self-powered active sensing are comprehensively reviewed.Moving

toward future development, problems pressing for solutions and onward

research directions are also posed to deliver a coherent picture.

Introduction

With the threat of global warming and energy crises, searching for renewable and

green energy resources with reduced carbon emissions is one of the most urgent

challenges to the sustainable development of human civilization.1–18 Vibration, as

a type of common mechanical motion, ubiquitously exists in people’s daily life in a

variety of forms and wide range of scales, from human arterial pulse to throat sound,

from operating household appliances such as washing machines and refrigerators to

bouncing automobile tires on a gravel road. Over decades, it has represented an

attractive target for energy harvesting as potentially alternative power sources to

battery-operated electronics.19–25

The state-of-the-art mechanisms of vibration energy harvesting are limited to trans-

ductions based on electromagnetic effect,26–28 electrostatic effect,29 and piezoelec-

tric effect.30–36 Widespread usage of these techniques is likely to be shadowed by

possible limitations, such as structure complexity,37 fabrication of high-quality mate-

rials,38 and reliance on external power source.37,39 In addition, most ambient vibra-

tions lie below a few hundred hertz. In this low-frequency range, a single device

based on previous mechanisms usually exhibits very narrow working bandwidth.40

Moreover, the frequency spectrum of ambient vibrations may drift over time, making

the traditional mechanisms inefficient.41

Using the electrostatic charges created on the surfaces of two dissimilar materials

via physical contact, electric potential difference can be established when a

gap or mismatch is induced by a mechanical force between the two contacted

surfaces, which drives electrons to flow back and forth between back-coated elec-

trodes.42–56 This is the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), a fundamentally new
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energy technology invented in 2012.57–61 The past 5 years have witnessed the

remarkable progress of TENG as both power sources and self-powered sen-

sors.62–82 The most fundamental theoretical origin of TENG is Maxwell’s displace-

ment current, where the term related to polarization-induced current vP/vt is directly

related to the output current of TENG, meaning that nanogenerators represent

the application of Maxwell’s displacement current in energy and sensors.83 The

polarization density for TENG originates from surface charges induced by both tri-

boelectrification and electrostatic induction on the materials’ surfaces and in the

electrodes. To date, four fundamental operational modes of TENG and their theo-

retical investigation have been systematically performed,84,85 namely the vertical

contact-separation mode,86–91 in-plane linear sliding mode,92–97 single electrode

mode,98–101 and freestanding triboelectric-layer mode.102–105

Owing to its distinctive working mechanism, the TENG has been proved as a simple,

reliable, cost-effective, and efficient means for high-performance vibration energy

harvesting, especially in the low-frequency range.106–118 It has been applied to har-

vest vibration energy from automotive engines,106 transmission lines,115 and human

walking,115–118 with a demonstrated instantaneous conversion efficiency of�70%112

and a total energy conversion efficiency of up to 85%.113 An extremely wide working

bandwidth of up to 127 Hz was also achieved for low-frequency (<150 Hz) vibration

energy harvesting.119

In addition, energy harvesting aims to convert the mechanical force into electrical

signals. Conversely, via the acquired voltage and current signals, the detection of

both static and dynamic processes of the mechanical excitation is also enabled.

Thus the TENG acts as a self-powered active sensor.120–135 TENG-based self-pow-

ered sensing for vibration amplitude measurement,136 acoustic source localiza-

tion,123,137,138 sound recording,123,139 and human pulse-wave monitoring,124,140

have also been elucidated.

In brief, TENGs have shown tremendous achievements in both vibration energy har-

vesting and self-powered sensing. A comprehensive and systematic review of recent

progress that will attract a broad spectrum of general readers is warranted. This re-

view article covers the recent progress of TENGs for both vibration energy harvest-

ing and self-powered sensing. It also points out the challenges and future research

directions in the field. We expect this review article to greatly benefit the related

scientific research community.

General Vibration Energy Harvesting

Innovatively relying on a coupling effect of contact electrification and electrostatic

induction, the distinctive working mechanism with wide applicability distinguishes

the TENG as a fundamentally new energy technology in the field of vibration energy

harvesting with unique advantages.

Harmonic Resonator-Based TENG

To begin with, we stepped into the field of vibration energy harvesting by fabricating

a harmonic resonator-based TENG,106 the first TENG that can harness random and

tiny ambient vibrations. The harmonic resonator-based TENG held a multilayer

structure with acrylic as supporting substrates, as schematically shown in Figure 1A.

Acrylic was selected as the structural material owing to its strength, light weight,

good machinability, and low cost.108 On the upper substrate, aluminum thin film

with nanoporous surface played dual roles of an electrode and a contact surface.

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of nanopores on the aluminum is
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Figure 1. Harmonic Resonator-Based Triboelectric Nanogenerator as the First TENG for

Vibration Energy Harvesting

(A) Sketch of a typical harmonic resonator-based TENG with a multi-layered structure.

(B) A SEM image of the nanopores on an aluminum electrode. Scale bar, 300 nm.

(C) A SEM image of the PTFE polymer nanowires. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(D and E) Open-circuit voltage (D) and short-circuit current (E) at natural vibration frequency of

14.5 Hz. Inset: an enlarged view of one cycle.

(F) Photograph showing that TENG was working on an electrodynamic shaker at the vibration

frequency of 60 Hz. About 100 LEDs lit up simultaneously without stroboflash perceived by

naked eye.

(G) Photograph showing that TENG was working on an automotive engine. When the car started up,

the ‘‘NG’’ lit up simultaneously.

From Chen et al.106 Copyright Wiley.
presented in Figure 1B. A layer of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filmwas adhered to

the lower substrate with deposited copper as another electrode. PTFE nanowire

arrays were created on the exposed PTFE surface, as shown in Figure 1C.

To investigate the capability of the TENG for vibration energy harvesting, an

electrodynamic shaker (Labworks) that provided a sinusoidal wave was employed

as a vibration source with tunable frequency and amplitude. At the device resonance

frequency of 14.5 Hz, the open-circuit voltage (Voc) with a peak-to-peak value of

287.4 V is elaborated in Figure 1D. This had a uniform quasi-sinusoidal signal due
482 Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017



to the fact that the upper substrate of the TENG vibrated in a harmonic manner. As

shown in Figure 1E, the output current at the resonance frequency had an alternating

behavior with asymmetric amplitudes, which was attributed to the fact that the faster

separation produced higher current peaks than the slower approach, given the same

amount of charges transported back and forth. By way of demonstration, the har-

monic resonator-based TENG was firstly excited by an electrodynamic shaker at a

vibration frequency of 60 Hz, lighting up almost 100 LED bulbs simultaneously

and continuously without observable strobe flash (Figure 1F). Secondly, as shown

in Figure 1G, the TENG was mounted onto an automotive engine. It successfully

harvested vibration energy from the operating engine and powered about 20 LED

bulbs simultaneously.

Multi-direction Vibration Energy Harvesting

Owing to the simple structure design, the harmonic resonator-based TENG is only

capable of harvesting vibration energy from a single direction. However, vibrations

in our living environments generally exhibit multiple motion directions. In this

regard, a three-dimensional triboelectric nanogenerator (3D-TENG) was devel-

oped,115 which was capable of harvesting random vibration energy from multiple

directions.

The 3D-TENG had a multilayer structure with circular acrylic as supporting sub-

strates, as schematically shown in Figure 2A. The cylindroid core of the 3D-

TENG lay at the center of the acrylic substrate with a bottom diameter of 3 cm.

On top of the core, a mobile iron mass was suspended by three identical springs

with an included angle of 120� between each spring. A layer of PTFE film with

back deposited copper acted as one of the triboelectric layers. While aluminum

thin film with nanopore modification (Figure 2B) played dual roles as an electrode

and another triboelectric layer. A photograph of the real 3D-TENG device is shown

in Figure 2C. As shown in Figure 2D, the electrical output exhibited a rapid in-

crease with the elevation of vibration frequency from 10 to 36 Hz, and a maximum

value of the voltage up to 123 V was obtained at the frequency of 36 Hz, while it

gradually decreased to the minima as the frequency further increased from 36 to

140 Hz. The larger separation at 36 Hz would cause a larger contacting force to

improve the effective contact area and the electrical output, owing to the nano-

pore-patterned aluminum surface.62 Furthermore, 3D-TENG showed an extremely

wide working bandwidth of up to 75 Hz in a low vibration frequency range under

the out-of-plane excitation.141–143 To measure the performance of 3D-TENG under

in-plane sliding excitation, the input frequencies were in a range from 10 to 55 Hz,

the results shown in Figure 2E proved that the 3D-TENG was capable of harvesting

vibration energy from all in-plane directions with a wide working bandwidth of

14.4 Hz in a low-frequency range. Slightly non-linear behaviors were observed in

all of the frequency responses owing to the non-linear topology structure of the

spring vibration system.

To prove the validity of 3D-TENG for multiple-direction vibration energy harvesting,

two sets of practical applications were demonstrated. First, as shown in Figure 2F,

the 3D-TENG was employed on a transmission line to harvest wind-induced or

rain droplet-induced line vibration energy, and 40 LEDs were lit up simultaneously.

Secondly, as shown in Figure 2G, the 3D-TENG was mounted onto a human leg to

harvest the vibration energy from walking. With these practical demonstrations,

the 3D-TENG showed great capability to harvest energy from, e.g., wind, rain

droplets, human activity, and automobiles, demonstrating its broad and versatile

applications.
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Figure 2. Three-Dimensional Triboelectric Nanogenerator for Broadband Vibration Energy

Harvesting

(A) Schematic of the 3D-TENG.

(B) A SEM image of the nanopores on an aluminum electrode. Scale bar, 100 nm.

(C) Photograph of the as-fabricated 3D-TENG.

(D) Frequency response of 3D-TENG under out-of-plane excitation.

(E) Frequency responses of 3D-TENG under in-plane excitation.

(F) Photograph of energy harvesting from the transmission line vibration.

(G) Photograph of vibration energy harvesting from human walking. In both cases, 40 commercial

LED bulbs were lighted up simultaneously.

From Yang et al.115 Copyright Wiley.
By replacing the spring with the spiral structure in response to an external distur-

bance, a spiral TENG (STENG) was also developed to harvest multi-direction vibra-

tion energy,137 as shown in Figure 3A. Here, aluminum and Kapton were employed

as the two triboelectric layers. Figure 3B is a SEM image of the aluminum surface with

nanopores. The Kapton film was also modified with aligned nanowire structures, as

shown in Figure 3C. The frequency response of the STENG is shown in Figure 3D.

Both voltage and current presented a rapid increase with the elevation of the input

frequencies from 10 to 30 Hz, and a subsequent drop with frequency further

increased from 30 to 100 Hz. The power output of the STENG under the natural fre-

quency of 30 Hz was investigated, as shown in Figure 3E, indicating a maximized

power density of 2.76 W/m2 at the matched load resistance of 6 MU.
484 Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017



Figure 3. Triboelectric Nanogenerator Built on a Suspended 3D Spiral Structure for Multi-

direction Vibration Energy Harvesting

(A) Schematic of the device and its cross-sectional view.

(B) A SEM image of the aluminum nanopores. Inset: photo of the real device. Scale bar, 500 nm.

(C) A SEM image of the surface morphology of the Kapton film. Scale bar, 2 mm.

(D) Measured frequency response of the device.

(E) At the resonant frequency of 30 Hz, dependence of the output power on the loading resistances.

From Hu et al.137 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
Broadband Vibration Energy Harvesting

Ambient vibrations not only exhibit multiple motion directions but also generally

have frequency distribution over a wide spectrum. To address this concern,

a wavy-structured TENG was designed for broadband vibration energy

harvesting,119 as shown in Figure 4. A set of metal rods (with a diameter of 1/4

inch) were used to assist with fabrication of the wave-structured core (Figure 4A).

As one of the contact surfaces, PTFE films were also modified with nanostructures,

as shown in Figure 4B. The device structure is shown schematically in Figure 4C,

with an enlarged detailed view in Figure 4D. A photograph of the as-fabricated de-

vice is shown in Figure 4E. The voltage and current frequency response (Figures 4F

and 4G) indicated a natural frequency of 100 Hz and a superior wide working band-

width of up to 102 Hz in low-frequency range of less than 200 Hz. To demonstrate

its capability, the TENG was firstly mounted onto a shaker to light up 104 green

LEDs at a frequency of 100 Hz, as shown in Figure 4H. The TENG was then demon-

strated to collect very low-frequency energy from, for example, human walking,

and all of the 104 LEDs were simultaneously lit up (Figure 4I).
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Figure 4. A Wavy-Structured TENG for Broadband Vibration Energy Harvesting

(A) Schematic illustration of the wavy Kapton films fabrication procedures.

(B) A SEM image of the PTFE film surface.

(C) Schematic of the device structure.

(D) Magnified schematic of the device.

(E–G) Photograph of an as-fabricated TENG device (E). Dependence of the peak voltage output (F)

and current output (G) on the vibration frequency.

(H and I) Photographs of the 104 green LEDs that lit up simultaneously when the TENG was

triggered by a shaker (H) and footsteps (I).

From Wen et al.119 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
In addition, an elastic multi-unit TENG was also recently designed to efficiently har-

vest low-frequency vibration energy over a wide frequency range.144 The structure of

the multi-unit TENG, shown in Figure 5, consisted of four elastic multi-layered

TENGs in parallel. The elastic multi-layered TENG used a Kapton thin film

(125 mm) as the substrate and was shaped into a zigzag structure with evenly spaced

intervals. Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) and aluminum thin film were chosen

as the two triboelectric layers with surface nanostructure modification, as the SEM

image shows in Figure 5C. The mechanical mode of the multi-layered TENG could

be described as a single degree of freedom second-order spring-mass system
486 Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017



Figure 5. Harvesting Ambient Vibration Energy Over a Wide Frequency Range by an Elastic Multi-unit TENG

(A) Schematic illustration and photograph of the as-fabricated multi-unit TENG.

(B) An enlarged view to show the detailed structure of the device.

(C) A SEM image of nanoporous structure on the aluminum (scale bar, 100 mm) and FEP surface (scale bar, 200 mm).

(D) Equivalent mechanical model of an elastic TENG using the mass-spring-damper structure.

(E) Simulated potential distributions of the TENG in the open-circuit condition, with the top plate at different positions.

(F) Short-circuit charge output of the device as a function of vibration frequency with various counter weights.

(G) Illustration showing the system configuration for energy harvesting from riding a bicycle.

(H) Demonstration of the harvested energy from bicycle riding could respectively power an electronic temperature and a humidity indicator, as well as a

speedometer.

From Wang et al.144 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
(Figure 5D). A simulation of the TENG working mechanism is presented in Fig-

ure 5E. Under external vibration, the distances between two triboelectric layers es-

tablished an electric potential difference between the two electrodes, which could

drive electrons to flow back and forth to form the current. Figure 5F shows the

short-circuit transferred charges of the elastic multi-unit TENG when the input

frequencies and top plate mass were increasing respectively from 2 to 30 Hz and

30 to 3,150 g.

By way of demonstration, a self-charged power unit was developed by combining

the TENG with a power management unit to transform the alternating current into

stable direct current. The whole system was anchored onto a commercial bicycle,
Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017 487



Figure 6. TENG Output Current Enhancement Based On Multi-layer Integration for Ambient Vibration Energy Harvesting

(A) Schematic illustration of the multi-layered stacked TENG.

(B) Dependence of electrical output on the number of pinned fingers n.

(C) Dependence of the short-circuit current on effective contact area (DS) of the TENG with n = 5.

(D) Sketch of an integrated rhombic gridding based triboelectric nanogenerator.

(E) The current’s enhancement factor a is increasing as a function of number of unit cells along the edge length n.

(F) Accumulative inductive charges generated by the TENG with n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

(A) to (C) from Yang et al.108 Copyright Wiley. (D) to (F) from Yang et al.116 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
as illustrated in Figure 5G. Vibration energy harvested from the gentle road bump-

ing of a running bicycle within a distance of 90 m charged a 1-mF commercial capac-

itor up to 2.3 V, which sustainably powered the sensors for ambient temperature and

humidity measurement, as shown in Figure 5H. Basically, any irregular vibration

could operate the device system, which made it suitable for a wide range of

applications.

Multi-layered Integration for Current Enhancement

The applications of a single-layer TENG for vibration energy harvesting may be

challenged by its low-output current, a possible solution for which is to synchronize

the outputs of all multiple units so that the instantaneous output power can be

maximized. In this regard, a multi-layered stacked TENG was developed,108 as

schematically shown in Figure 6A. The total number of units in a 3D-TENG could

be expressed as
N = 4n, (Equatio
n 1)

where n is the number of pinned fingers of a TENG. Eight identical springs were

employed to bridge the moveable and pinned fingers. As shown in Figure 6B, the

voltage output was almost constant for 3D-TENGs with n = 1–5, while the current

was almost linearly increased, which was attributed to the electrically parallel

connection among all the units. Meanwhile, a monotonically increasing relationship

was also observed between the current output and the effective contact area DS, as

shown in Figure 6C. These observations experimentally demonstrated the effective-

ness of 3D-TENG for current enhancement.
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Another integrated rhombic gridding-based TENGwas also developed for the same

purpose.116 As illustrated in Figure 6D, the total number of unit cells in one TENG

can be expressed as
Ntotal = 2n2, (Equatio
n 2)

where n was the number of unit cells along the edge length. Each polyethylene tere-

phthalate (PET) sheet with a thickness of 600 mm was cut half through and then

locked into each other to form the TENG framework. In each unit cell, aluminum

thin film with nanoporous modification played dual roles as an electrode and a con-

tact surface, while PTFE with back-coated copper acted as another contact surface.

As shown in Figure 6E, the current enhancement factor a was a function of the num-

ber of unit cells along the edge length as a = b n2. The fitting result rendered the

coefficient b a value of 1.66. In the meanwhile, as illustrated in Figure 6F, the accu-

mulative induced charges also increased with n, which reached up to 142.68 mC

within 2.75 s when n = 3, revealing the effectiveness of the integrated rhombic

gridding structure for current enhancement.

Improvement of Energy Conversion Efficiency

Various efforts have been made to improve the efficiency of TENG for vibration

energy harvesting. On one hand, most of the TENGs are normally based on solid

materials as contact surfaces. It requires highly flat paired surfaces, which usually

is a challenge to realize. On the other hand, the solid-solid friction will result in a

large amount of heat generation. Those two disadvantages largely limit TENG effi-

ciency. In this regard, a liquid-metal-based TENG (LM-TENG) was developed for an

intimate contact between the liquid metal and the polymer dielectric layer.112 The

easy-fluctuating property of the liquid metal made it inherently perfect for even

tiny vibration energy harvesting.

To demonstrate the capability of LM-TENG for high-efficiency vibration energy har-

vesting, ten slices were mounted into an acrylic box in a dimension of 4 cm by 4 cm

by 1.5 cm, with sealed liquid metal, as illustrated in Figure 7A. Figure 7B shows

the experimental results under various vibration frequencies at fixed amplitude of

1.2 mm. The current and voltage output were maximized at 10 Hz with values of

5.8 mA and 145 V, respectively. As shown in Figure 7C, with a bridge rectifier, the

output charge reached 100 mC in 65 s without external load. Output charge density

of 430 mC m�2 was achieved by the LM-TENG, which was 4- to 5-times higher than

solid-solid contact. With a 20-layer configuration, the LM-TENG demonstrated

a high current output of 130 mA, corresponding to an efficiency of 70.6% at the

matched load.

On the other hand, to reduce the direct friction between triboelectric layers for en-

ergy loss, a linear grating-structured freestanding triboelectric-layer nanogenerator

(GF-TENG) was developed for high-efficiency vibration energy harvesting.113 This

mainly consisted of two groups of components: a freestanding triboelectric layer

with grating segments, and two interdigitated metal electrodes. The triboelectric

layer was suspended and anchored by four soft springs, as illustrated in Figure 8A.

Due to the unique structural design, the GF-TENG did well in low-frequency vibra-

tion energy harvesting. As shown in Figure 8B, the GF-TENG was anchored on a hu-

man leg to harvest vibration energy from human walking. The measured total energy

conversion efficiencies under different external resistances are plotted in Figure 8C.

At a matched load resistance of 88 MU, a total energy conversion efficiency of 85%
Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017 489



Figure 7. Liquid-Metal-Based Triboelectric Nanogenerator for High-Efficiency Vibration Energy

Harvesting

(A) Schematic illustration of the device and the testing setup.

(B) Output current and voltage as a function of the vibration frequency.

(C) Charging curves of a 100-mF capacitor under various vibration frequencies.

From Tang et al.112 Copyright Wiley.
was delivered. To calculate the total energy efficiency, all of the electricity generated

by the device’s residual vibrations was taken into account.

Textile for Human Biomechanical Energy Harvesting

Powering wearable electronics entirely by batteries has become increasingly unfa-

vorable. A challenge is how to develop a lightweight, flexible, and sustainable power

source.145–156 For wearable electronics, solar radiation and human biomechanical

motions are accessible and renewable energy sources.157–161 Fiber-based textiles

are common for human daily use, and can effectively accommodate complex defor-

mations induced by body motions.162–166 The apogee would be if the clothes on the

human body were capable of converting the absorbed solar radiation and mechan-

ical motions into electricity.167–171

Chen et al. reported an all-solid hybrid power textile for wearable electronics by har-

vesting energy simultaneously from ambient sunshine and human biomechanical

movement.172 The wearable all-solid hybrid power textile was a mixture of two fi-

ber-based all-solid energy harvesters, including triboelectric textile to convert hu-

man biomechanical movement into electricity and photovoltaic textile to gather

power from ambient sunlight, as schematically illustrated in Figures 9A and 9B,

respectively. Strings of the wire-shaped photoanodes,173–175 Cu-coated PTFE

stripes, and copper electrodes were woven in a staggered way on an industrial

weaving machine to fabricate the all-solid hybrid power textile via a shuttle-flying

process. Figure 9C is a photograph of hybrid power textile mixed with commercial

wool fibers. It was wearable and colorful with a thickness of about 0.32 mm. Fig-

ure 9D shows the electrical output of the textile under three different circumstances:

the textile remained still in natural sunlight, both in the darkness and in the light with
490 Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017



Figure 8. A Linear Grating-Structured Freestanding Triboelectric-Layer Nanogenerator for High-

Efficiency Vibration Energy Harvesting

(A) Schematic illustration of the device structure for non-contact GF-TENG.

(B) Real-time measurement of the short-circuit current when walking with non-contact GF-TENG.

(C) Total conversion efficiency of the device for harvesting slight vibration under different load

resistances.

From Xie et al.113 Copyright Wiley.
mechanical excitation. Resistors were utilized as external loads to further investigate

the output power of the hybrid textile with a size of 4 cm by 5 cm while a human

walked naturally under an ambient solar intensity of 80 mW/cm2. It was capable of

sustainably delivering an average output power of 0.5 mW in a remarkably wide

range of loading resistances from 10 KU to 10 MU (Figure 9E). Consequently, via hy-

bridization, not only the output power was evidently enhanced compared with that

of individual components, but also the range of workable load resistances were

greatly broadened, which was important as a power source since the operation re-

sistances of small electronics vary substantially. Under natural daylight with human

biomechanical movement, the delivered power from the woven fabric was capable

of charging a 2-mF commercial capacitor up to 2 V in 1 min (Figure 9F), directly

charged a commercial cell phone (Figure 9G), and sustainably drove an electronic

watch (Figure 9H).

Anotherwearable textilewasdeveloped to collect energy frombothhumanbiomechan-

ical movement and outdoor solar irradiance, with the generated power further stored in

a fiber-based supercapacitor, which forms a fabric-based hybridized self-charging po-

wer system.176 A single-fiber-based dye-sensitized solar cell (F-DSSC) was constructed

to harvest solar energy (Figure 10A). Figure 10B shows a low-magnification SEM image

of a Ti wire with a diameter of�200 mm after anodic oxidation. A top-view high-magni-

fication SEM image (Figure 10C) shows theworking electrode, consisting of one-dimen-

sionalTiO2nanotubesverticallygrownon theTiwire surface.Asingle-fiber-basedsuper-

capacitor (F-SC) with a length of 10 cm was then symmetrically assembled with two

carbon fibers coated with RuO2$xH2O, as shown in Figure 10D. Carbon fibers were em-

ployed here for their decent chemical stability and conductivity.177 The RuO2$xH2Owas

grown on carbon fibers via a vapor-phase hydrothermal method to form binder-free fi-

ber electrodes.178 Within it, several carbon fibers were assembled into a bundle, as
Joule 1, 480–521, November 15, 2017 491



Figure 9. Hybrid Power Textile for Energy Harvesting from Human Biomechanical Movement and Ambient Solar Radiance

(A and B) Schematic illustration of the hybrid power textile, which was a mixture of two textile-based all-solid energy harvesters: triboelectric textile (A)

and photovoltaic textile (B).

(C) Photograph of the hybrid power textile mixed with colored wool wires. Scale bar, 1 cm.

(D) Electrical output of the all-solid hybrid power textile under various circumstances.

(E–H) Dependence of the output power of hybrid power textile as well as individual components on the load resistances (E). Under natural daylight with

mechanical excitation, the delivered power from a small piece of hybrid power textile was capable of charging a 2- mF commercial capacitor up to 2 V in

1 min (F), directly charging a cell phone (G), and continuously powering an electronic watch (H).

From Chen et al.172 Copyright the Nature Publishing Group.
shown in Figure 10E. Figure 10F is a high-magnification SEM image of RuO2$xH2O

coated on a single carbon fiber.

The fiber TENG (F-TENG) was built by using the Cu-coated ethylene vinyl acetate

(EVA) tube in the F-DSSC and the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-covered Cu-coated

EVA tube in the F-SC as the two triboelectric layers. A schematic and photograph

(scale bar, 1 cm) of a pair of single F-TENG units is shown in Figures 10G and 10H,

respectively. The relative motion of the two fiber tubes can be simplified as the con-

tact-separation process that occurs between Cu and PDMS, which could convert the

human biomechanical movement into electricity. The equivalent circuit of the hy-

bridized self-charging power textile is shown in Figure 10I. Figure 10J shows the

characteristics of the charging behavior of the hybridized power textile while har-

vesting solar and human biomechanical energies. The top left and bottom right
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Figure 10. Self-Charging Power Textile System for Solar and Body Motion Energy Harvesting and Storage

(A) Photograph of a single-fiber-based DSSC. Scale bar, 1 cm.

(B and C) Low-magnification (B) and high-magnification (C) SEM images of the TiO2 nanotube arrays on Ti wire. Scale bars, 100 mm (B) and 100 nm (C).

(D) Photograph of a single F-SC. Scale bar, 1 cm.

(E and F) Low-magnification (E) and high-magnification (F) SEM images of RuO2$xH2O-coated carbon fiber electrode. Scale bars, 100 mm (E) and 5 mm (F).

(G and H) Schematic diagram (G) and photograph (H; scale bar, 1 cm) of a single pair of F-TENG.

(I) Circuit diagram of the self-charging power textile.

(J) Charging curve of F-DSSC and F-TENG.

(K) Normalized transferred charges of F-TENGs, output currents of F-DSSCs, and capacitances of F-SCs bent between 0� and 180� for 1,000 cycles.

Insets: photographs of two final bending statuses.

From Wen et al.176 Copyright the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
corner insets are enlarged views during the charging period of the F-DSSCs and the

rectified short-circuit current ISC of three-series F-TENGs. In addition, the mechani-

cal robustness of the hybridized self-charging power textile was measured under

continuous bending motion for 1,000 cycles. Normalized short-circuit charge trans-

fer of F-TENGs, short-circuit current of F-DSSCs, and capacitance of F-SCs were

respectively recorded every 100 rounds of bending. As shown in Figure 10K, no sig-

nificant performance degradation in each component was observed, which indi-

cated decent flexibility and stability.

Acoustic Energy Harvesting

Acoustic wave is a specific vibration form ubiquitously surrounding us. As a clean and

sustainable energy source, acoustic waves, such as various sounds from living activ-

ities, airports, construction sites, and traffic, represent wasted energy around us.

Acoustic energy harvesting has not been as popular as other types of energy har-

vesting, such as solar energy and thermal electric energy, because sound waves

have much lower power density and we also lack effective technology to harvest

such energy.7 Acoustic energy harvesting has been demonstrated using approaches

based on the piezoelectric effect179,180 and electrostatic effect,181 but their perfor-

mances are limited by low energy conversion efficiency,179,180 low output power

density,9 structure complexity,180 and requirement of high-quality materials.181 Har-

vesting acoustic wave energy remains a challenge.
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Figure 11. Organic Thin-Film-Based Triboelectric Nanogenerator for Acoustic Energy Harvesting

(A and B) Sketch (A) and cross-sectional view (B) of the nanogenerator.

(C) A SEM image of nanopores on an aluminum electrode. Scale bar, 200 nm.

(D) A SEM image of PTFE nanowires fabricated on the film surface. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(E) Dependence of the voltage and current output on the external load resistances.

(F) Dependence of the peak power output on the loading resistances. Inset: photograph of

experimental setup. With external sound, 17 LEDs were being lit up simultaneously.

From Yang et al.123 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
In this regard, TENG was also applied to harvest sound wave energy. Using a PTFE

thin film and a nanoporous aluminum film electrode, an organic thin-film nanogen-

erator was firstly reported.123 Relying on a Helmholtz cavity with a size-tunable

narrow neck on its back, the core of the nanogenerator was a circular shape multi-

layered thin film structure, embedded into the front plate of the cavity, as schemat-

ically shown in Figure 11A. For a better illustration, a cross-sectional view of

the core is shown in Figure 11B. Aluminum thin film with a nanoporous surface

acted as an electrode and a contact surface. A SEM image of nanopores on the

aluminum is presented in Figure 11C. A layer of PTFE film with deposited copper

was employed as another electrode. Figure 11D is a SEM image of the PTFE

nanowires.

To investigate its capability in acoustic energy harvesting, a loudspeaker (Fostex)

that provided sinusoidal sound waves was used as an acoustic source with tunable

frequency and amplitude. As shown in Figure 11E, the voltage amplitudes

increased with increasing load resistances, while the current followed a reverse

trend owing to the ohmic loss. As a result, the instantaneous peak power (V2/R)peak
was maximized at a load resistance of 6 MU, corresponding to a peak power den-

sity of 60.2 mW m�2 (Figure 11F). Seventeen commercial LED bulbs were simulta-

neously lit up under an acoustic pressure of 110 dBSPL and a frequency of 240 Hz

(inset of Figure 11F).
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Figure 12. Ultra-thin Paper-Based TENG for Acoustic Energy Harvesting

(A) Schematic illustration of the paper-based TENG.

(B) Photograph of the multi-hole paper electrode.

(C) A SEM image of the PTFE polymer nanowires.

(D) Photograph of an as-fabricated paper-based TENG. Scale bar, 1 cm.

(E) Dependence of the peak-to-peak voltage and current output on the external load resistances under acoustic frequency of 250 Hz and pressure of

114 dBSPL.

(F) Dependence of the peak power output on loading resistances.

(G) Recycling the acoustic energy from the cell phone by charging a 2-mF capacitor. Inset: photograph of the experimental setup.

From Fan et al.139 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
The organic thin-film-based TENG has a bulky structure due to the requirement of a

resonance cavity, which greatly limited its wide-range applicability. A further

improved performance of the acoustic energy harvesting was to design an ultra-

thin, rollable, paper-based TENG.139 The ultra-thin paper-based TENG held a

multi-layered structure composed of thin film materials that were vertically lami-

nated. A layer of multi-holed paper formed the structural backbone of the TENG,

which was coated with copper acting as an electrification layer that generated tribo-

electric charges upon contacting with a thin PTFE membrane, as schematically

shown in Figure 12A. Papers were selected as the structural materials owing to its

flexibility, light weight, goodmachinability, low cost, and biodegradability. A photo-

graph of the multi-hole paper electrode is shown in Figure 12B. To enhance the tri-

boelectrification, the polymer nanowire array was purposely created onto the PTFE

membrane, as the SEM image in Figure 12C shows. Figure 12D is a photograph of

the as-fabricated device with a thickness of 125 mm.

Resistors were utilized as external loads to investigate the output power at acoustic

frequency of 250 Hz and pressure of 114 dBSPL. As displayed in Figure 12E, the

voltage amplitudes increased with increasing load resistances, while the current fol-

lowed a reverse trend owing to the ohmic loss. As a result, the instantaneous peak
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power was maximized at a load resistance of 800 kU, corresponding to a peak power

density of 121 mW/m2 (volume power density of 968 W/m3), as shown in Figure 12F.

The paper thin TENG was demonstrated to recycle acoustic energy from a commer-

cial cell phone when playingmusic, talking on the phone, and charging a commercial

capacitor up to 1.8 V in 12 s, as shown in Figure 12G. These TENG-based acoustic

energy harvesting devices could be applied in a variety of circumstances, e.g., jet

engine noise reduction, military surveillance and reconnaissance, and wireless

technology applications.

Energy Technologies Comparison

As previously stated, to date, the mechanisms of mechanical energy harvesting have

been mainly based on electromagnetic effect, electrostatic effect, and piezoelectric

effect, which are likely to be shadowed by possible limitations in the field of vibration

energy harvesting.

To begin with, electromagnetic effect-based generator is the current and most pop-

ular technology for large-scale mechanical energy harvesting. It requires interaction

between a hard magnet (i.e., NdFeB) and conductive coils (i.e., copper wires), which

has a bulky structure since the output power heavily depends on such factors as the

number of coil turns, the diameter of metal coils, and coil geometry. The shrinkage in

size results in substantial deterioration in output power due to insufficient electro-

magnetic coupling and other parasitic effects. Therefore, it normally needs a rela-

tively large size and weight for delivering a decent output power.37,182 However,

ambient vibration is usually associated with factors such as human bodymotions, en-

gine/machine running, acoustic waves, and so on. With little adaptability on struc-

tural design, the electromagnetic effect-based-generator is not suitable for such

portable, small-scale vibration energy harvesting.183 Besides, unlike TENG, the elec-

tromagnetic effect-based generator demonstrated much less adaptation in re-

sponding to irregular and random vibration motions.184 Especially at low vibration

frequency of smaller than 5 Hz, with the same vibration input, the output power

of an electromagnetic effect-based generator was much lower than that of a

TENG.184,185 High manufacturing cost is also a concern in developing wide-range

applications.

Traditional electrostatic generators require ‘‘pre-charging’’ of electric plates, while

recent electrostatic generators based on electrets suffer decay of implanted surface

charge.29,39,186 For energy harvesting, electrostatic generators need external DC

voltage to maintain the static charge, which is not convenient for portable vibration

energy harvesting, especially in remote areas. Similar to the electromagnetic effect-

based generator, the electrostatic generator still suffers from its poor adaptability on

structural design, low power output whenminiaturized, and high manufacturing cost

for the sophisticated structure.

For the piezoelectric effect-based generator, a piezoelectric potential difference can

be generated on the side surfaces due to distortion of the crystal lattice, which con-

verts the applied mechanical force into electricity.5 With simple structure design, the

piezoelectric effect-based generator is characterized by longer life span and lower

cost. However, it has very low power output, which greatly limits its practical appli-

cation as a sustainable power source.187,188

In the TENG, contact electrification is ubiquitous in nature, especially for the earth-

abundant and commonly used polymer materials. Its coupling with electrostatic

induction enables ‘‘self-generated’’ and ‘‘self-replenished’’ triboelectric surface
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charges under external mechanical excitation. The periodic contact separation or

back-and-forth sliding replenishes the surface triboelectric charges during each

physical contact, which contributes to the long-term stable electrical output of

TENG. These unique features bring about significant benefits including simplified

fabrication, reduced cost, stable electrical output, and enhanced efficiency.

The TENG holds wider adaptability on structural design and materials usage, which

makes it effectively respond to ambient vibration with a wide range of amplitude and

frequency, even for acoustic waves. Constructed with ultra-thin polymer thin film,

high-performance acoustic energy harvesting is efficiently realized by acoustic

wave-induced thin-film oscillation.123,139 Furthermore, owing to the unique working

principle and the use of chemically inert, biocompatible, and even biodegradable

polymer materials, the TENG was also demonstrated to utilize tiny vibration from

the human cardiovascular system, including measuring the pulse wave,124,140 and

harvesting energy in vivo from the human heartbeat.189–192 These demonstrations

are very challenging to achieve using other energy technologies.

Additionally, to practically power electronics such as wireless sensors, energy har-

vesters are usually implemented in places with a harsh environment and extreme

conditions, such as high humidity, contamination, and even around corrosive chem-

icals. Therefore, easy packaging and sealing are significantly important for real ap-

plications. The unique operating principle of TENG enables easy packaging of the

device compared with other technologies. To obtain above 90% total charge trans-

fer rate, it only needs a very tiny gap distance that is 10-times the thickness of the

dielectric layer to physically separate the charged triboelectric surfaces.86 With a

commonly used thickness of 10 mm for polymer thin film, the physical gap only needs

about 100 mm. In brief, features such as cost-effectiveness, scalable device sizes,

abundant choices of low-density triboelectric materials, varieties of working modes,

and wide adaptability on structural design help the TENG-based vibration energy

harvesting to overcome the challenges of traditional approaches, with superior total

energy conversion efficiency up to 85% and a wide working bandwidth of up to

127 Hz in a low-frequency range (<150 Hz).

Self-Powered Active Vibration Sensing

The rapid development of internet of things requires wireless, multi-functional, and in-

dependent operation of sensor networks. Considering the large sensor distribution, the

implantation of a traditional power supply will be a major challenge. Developing self-

powered sensors that can utilize the ambient environmental energy is highly desirable.

In this section, a comprehensive review of TENG-based self-powered active sensors is

presented for vibration amplitude measurement, acoustic source localization, sound

recording, and human heartbeat and pulse-wave monitoring.

Self-Powered Vibration Amplitude Measurement

Vibrations are characterized by two parameters: frequency and amplitude.

The vibration frequency can be easily quantified by most vibration sensors, but a

quantitative measurement of the amplitude is more difficult. In this regard, a con-

tact-separation-enabled freestanding TENG (CF-TENG) was proposed for self-pow-

ered amplitude measurement,136 whose structural design is schematically shown in

Figure 13A. Experimentally, the vibrations of the freestanding FEP layer between

the two aluminum electrodes periodically changed the induced potential difference

between the two electrodes and thus generated electrical signals, which could

be applied for a self-powered vibration amplitude measurement. Routinely, to pro-

mote the triboelectrification, the vertically aligned nanowires were created with an
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Figure 13. Contact-Mode Freestanding TENG for Self-Powered Vibration Amplitude Measurement

(A) Schematic showing the device structure.

(B and C) An enlarged sketch view (B) and a SEM image (C) showing the nanowire structure on the surface of the FEP films.

(D) VOC and ISC of the CF-TENG at its resonating frequency (15 Hz) with different amplitudes.

(E) An enlarged plot with the vibration amplitude in the range below 0.3 mm.

(F) VOC and ISC of the CF-TENG off its resonating frequency with different amplitudes.

(G) Photograph showing the usage of CF-TENG to monitor the vibration of a wind blower during its operation.

(H) VOC from the CF-TENG when the wind blower was sequentially switched to different working states.

From Wang et al.136 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
average diameter of �100 nm and a length of �1 mm, as demonstrated in both the

diagram (Figure 13B) and SEM image (Figure 13C).

At resonant frequency of the CF-TENG, both the peak-to-peak value of the open-cir-

cuit voltage VOC and the amplitude of the short-circuit current ISC increased almost

linearly with the elevation of vibration amplitude within the small range below

1.5 mm, as in region I shown in Figure 13D. When the vibration amplitude was

beyond 1.5 mm, the resonator plate started to physically contact with the two elec-

trode plates, which resulted in saturation behavior of the electrical outputs in

region II, as shown in Figure 13D. An enlarged view of the curves in Figure 13D

showed that both VOC and ISC had good linear responses with vibration amplitude

below 0.3 mm, as demonstrated in Figure 13E. At vibration amplitude of 3.5 mm,

the peak-to-peak value of VOC and ISC were respectively 0.54 V and 10 nA. As a

consequence, a best sensitivity was obtained at or close to the device resonant

frequency.When the vibration input frequency was at 21 Hz, a frequency off the reso-

nant frequency, both the VOC and ISC followed very good linear behaviors at
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vibration amplitude up to 15 mm (Figure 13F). Thus, the active sensor held the capa-

bility of quantitatively measuring the amplitude over a wide range with acceptable

resolution as low as 3.5 mm. To demonstrate the capability of CF-TENG in vibration

sensing, it wasmounted onto a wind blower tomonitor its vibration during operation

(Figure 13G). Figure 13H shows the measured VOC signal over the working stages

switching from the ‘‘OFF’’ state to ‘‘LOW’’ speed state, then to ‘‘MED’’ and

‘‘HIGH’’ speed state, and finally went back to the ‘‘OFF’’ state. Here, the change

of the amplitude in the VOC signals at the same frequency was a reflection of the

change of wind-blower vibration amplitude.

Self-Powered Acoustic Sensing

The sensing of acoustic waves is very important not only for information technology

but also for the monitoring of equipment systems and the environment. With the

feasibility of converting sound waves into electrical signals, TENGs could also pro-

vide an effective approach for realizing self-powered acoustic sensing. As intro-

duced in the section on Acoustic Energy Harvesting, the triboelectrification-based

thin-film nanogenerator was introduced as an acoustic energy harvester. In fact it

was also capable of acting as a self-powered active acoustic sensor.123 The first

demonstration was to act as an acoustic source localization sensor. Experimentally,

three identical nanogenerators were arranged in an L shape, as shown in the Figures

14A and 14B. A customized triple-channel data-acquisition system was developed

to collect the sensing signals from the acoustic sensors (ASs) in real time. Figure 14C

shows the acoustic signals respectively acquired from the three ASs when a balloon

burst at the center of the 2D plane. A set of three acoustic signals showed obvious

differences in response starting time and magnitudes, which was mainly attributed

to the different physical distances between the sound source and the ASs. The sound

source could be localized by using the estimation of the time difference of arrival

(TDOA) at pairs of ASs. Let Sk = [Xk,Yk]
T represent the location of kth AS with k =

1, 2, 3, while P = [x, y]T represents the location of the acoustic source. The distance

d(P, Sk) between the acoustic source and the kth sensor could then be expressed as

dðP; SkÞ= kSk � Pk ; (Equation 3)

and the time delay in TDOA at Si and Sj is given by

tijðPÞ=
�
dðP; SiÞ � d

�
P; Sj

���
c ; (Equation 4)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3, and is j. The in-pair evaluating TDOA of acquired signals by ASs

could be achieved by computing the cross-correlation function of these two signals.

Let zi(n) and zj(n) denote the signals acquired by ASi and ASj, respectively, where n is

the sample time index. The cross-correlation function Rzi ; zj ðtÞ between ASi and ASj is

then defined as

Rzi ; zj ðtÞ=
XN

n= 1

ziðnÞzj
�
n+ tij

�
; (Equation 5)

where N is the number of the sample points. The time difference between the two

acquired signals was estimated by the time lag at the highest peaks of their cross-

correlation functions. Two correlation functions of the three acquired acoustic sig-

nals in Figure 14C were derived from Equation 5, as shown in Figure 14D. Given

the distances between the three ASs and the in-pair time delay information, the

acoustic source can be localized/positioned as the intersection of the two hyperbolic

curves by virtue of the speed of sound and geometry. Experimentally, positioning

within an average error circle of 7 cm in diameter was achieved based on multiple

measurements, which mainly depended on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the

SNR of the acquired signals were comparable with each other, the error would
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Figure 14. Organic Thin-Film Nanogenerator Acting as an Active Sensor for Acoustic Source

Localization

(A and B) Schematic illustration (A) and photograph (B) showing the working mechanism of

nanogenerator for sound localization.

(C) Acquired acoustic signals from three sensors at balloon burst.

(D) Correlation functions of the acquired acoustic signals from three acoustic sensors AS1, AS2, and AS3.

From Yang et al.123 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
stay within a same average error circle even if the distances between the source and

the ASs were more than hundreds of meters.

The second demonstration was to act as a self-poweredmicrophone, which required

a rather wide working bandwidth. Here, as demonstrated in Figure 15A, four nano-

generators, NG1, NG2, NG3, and NG4, respectively with dimensions of 11 3 11 3

11 mm, 9 3 9 3 9 mm, 7 3 7 3 7, and 5 3 5 3 5 mm, corresponding to resonance

frequencies of 350 Hz, 650 Hz, 1,100 Hz, and 1,400 Hz, were arranged to work

together to widen the overall bandwidth from 10 Hz to 1,700 Hz. For experimental

measurement, a multi-channel signal acquisition platformwas designed by LabVIEW

to collect the electrical outputs at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Figures 15B1 and 15B2

show respectively the time domain waveforms of the recorded sounds fromNG1 and

NG4. Although NG1 and NG4 shared the same sound source, the waveforms of the

two apparently exhibited different characteristics owing to a different frequency

response range. With a natural frequency of 350 Hz and dominant frequency

response from 10 to 600 Hz, the waveform and corresponding Short-time Fourier

transform (STFT) of NG1 were smoother, as shown in Figure 15B3. While with a

dominant frequency response from 1,100 Hz to 1,700 Hz, the waveform and corre-

sponding STFT (Figure 15B4) of NG4 were much rougher.

To reconstruct the original sound, the acquired acoustic signals of the array were

weighted according to the relative amount of information available from each

source. The reconstructed signal Sre was mathematically expressed as

Sre =
X4

i =1

aisi ; (Equation 6)
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Figure 15. Organic Thin-Film Nanogenerator Acting as a Self-Powered Microphone

(A) Frequency responses of the nanogenerator array, which consisted of four NGs with variously

designed natural frequencies.

(B) (B1, B2) Sound waveform of the signals acquired by NG1 and NG2, respectively. (B3, B4)

Short-time Fourier transforms (STFT) of the acquired signals by NG1 and NG2, respectively.

(C) Sound waveform and corresponding STFT of the signals acquired by the array of the NGs.

(D) Photograph showing that an NG was working as a self-powered microphone for sound

recording.

From Yang et al.123 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
where ai was a weighting factor, which was a function of speech-to-noise following a

rule of
P4

i = 1aisi. si was the acquired output acoustic signal from NGi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

The waveform of the reconstructed signal by Equation 6 and its corresponding

STFT are illustrated in Figures 15C1 and 15C2, respectively, which covers all the fre-

quencies ranging from 10 Hz to 1,700 Hz. Figure 15D shows that an as-fabricated

nanogenerator was working as a self-powered microphone for sound recording in

a real-time manner.

Using a Helmholtz resonance cavity greatly limited the wide-range application of the

device as self-powered ASs due to its bulky structure. A further improvement of the

acoustic sensor was obtained by fabricating an ultra-thin, rollable, and paper-based

TENG,139 as demonstrated in Figure 16A. Figures 16B and 16C are schematic illus-

trations showing the measurement of the directional patterns of the flat and rolled

devices (with photographs in the insets). Figure 16D shows their corresponding

shape-dependent directional patterns. A butterfly-shaped directional pattern with

mirror symmetry was observed for the flat type, whereas a highly symmetric circle

was observed for the rolled type, which indicated that the electrical output was

independent of the sound wave incident direction owing to its rigorous structural

symmetry. With its compelling features, the rolled-type TENG was suitable for a

wide range of circumstances for either energy harvesting or sensing purposes,

such as theatrical stage live recording, military surveillance, and omnibearing

acoustic energy harvesting/sensing.
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Figure 16. Paper Thin TENG for Self-Powered Sound Recording

(A) Photograph showed that a paper thin TENG was working as a self-powered microphone for sound recording. Inset: the acquired electrical signal.

(B and C) Schematic illustration showed the measurement of the directional patterns of the (B) flat and (C) rolled paper thin TENGs. Panels on the right:

photographs of the as-fabricated devices. Scale bars, 3 cm.

(D) Shape-dependent directional patterns of the paper thin TENG.

From Fan et al.139 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
Self-Powered Biomedical Monitoring

Owing to the rapid rhythm of human society and its aging population, healthcare

monitoring is becoming increasingly important. Arterial pulse waves carry essential

information about the human cardiovascular condition, and is one of the most widely

used vital signals for human healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. Various efforts

have been committed to develop technologies for human pulse-wavemeasurement.

Widespread use of these techniques is possibly limitedby structure complexity, fabri-

cation of high-quality materials, and reliance on external power sources.

In this regard, a lightweight bionic membrane sensor (BMS) based on triboelectrifi-

cation was first reported for noninvasive self-powered arterial pulse-wave measure-

ment.124 A BMS has a multi-layered structure with a thin layer of PET in an oval shape

as the bottom supporting substrate, as schematically shown in Figure 17A. A layer of

indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated nylon thin film was then laminated onto the PET sub-

strate with ITO acting as the back electrode and nylon as one of the electrification

layers. Mimicking a human eardrum, a layer of PTFE tympanic membrane was tented

outward at the level of the tip of an umbo, making it extremely sensitive to external

dynamic pressure over a broadband frequency range. Two circular acoustic holes

with diameters of 0.5 mm were punched through the three layers of PET, ITO, and

nylon, acting as communicating vessels to integrate the conical cavity with the

ambient air. A photograph of the BMS is shown in Figure 17B. PTFE nanowires
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Figure 17. Bionic Membrane Sensor Measured the Arterial Pulse Wave for Non-invasive Self-Powered Human Health Monitoring

(A and B) Schematic illustration (A) and photograph (B) of an as-fabricated BMS. Scale bar, 1.0 cm.

(C) A SEM image of the surface-etched PTFE nanowires. Scale bar, 1 mm.

(D and E) Real-time voltage output when the sensor was placed over the carotid artery of a 30-year-old man (D) and a 70-year-old man (E). Insets:

enlarged view of one cycle, which was a graphic representation of the augmentation index (AIx), defined as AIx(%) = G (PS � Pi)/PP.

(F and G) The corresponding real-time current output of a 30-year-old man (F) and a 70-year-old man (G).

(H) Quantitative comparison of the AIx and RI between the 30-year-old man and 70-year-old man.

(I) Relationship between the C/A ratio and AIx in the carotid arteries of 25 subjects aged from 26 to 70 years old.

(J) The pulse waves acquired from three different sites of a participant: carotid artery, left wrist, and chest. Inset: enlarged view of a cycle of output

signals corresponding to three positions. Dots indicate their starting points of each cycle.

(K) Photograph showing that the BMSs were directly attached to simultaneously monitor the pulse waves from the human carotid artery, chest, and wrist.

From Yang et al.124 Copyright Wiley.
were also created on the surface as a modification, as the SEM image shows in Fig-

ure 17C. For real-time monitoring of the human arterial pulse, three BMS devices

were respectively attached onto the carotid, wrist, and chest. Figures 17D and

17E respectively show the recorded voltage outputs over several pulse periods

when a BMS was placed over the carotid artery of a 30-year-old and 70-year-old

man, while Figures 17F and 17G show the corresponding output current signals.

Insets show the enlarged views of one cycle.

On one hand, a typical characteristic pulse waveform was obtained with three clearly

distinguishable determinants for both the 30-year-old and 70-year-old: systolic peak
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(PS), point of inflection (Pi), and dicrotic wave (PD), known to respectively result from

the blood ejected from the left ventricle, the reflected pulse wave, and the ejected

blood back to the left ventricle. A comparison of the pressure pulse waves of a young

man with that of an old man indicated apparent differences between the two. Pi
occurred after the PS for the younger one, while the Pi appeared before the PS for

the older one. The differences were highly related to the physiological condition

of human cardiovascular system, which could be quantified by two of the most

commonly used parameters: the augmentation index (AIx) and reflection index

(RI), where h is the subject height, DT is the time delay between PS and PD, while

PP is the absolute pulse-wave magnitude. Based on the acquired waveforms, a sta-

tistical result of the AIx and RI was respectively obtained for the young and old men,

as shown in Figure 17H. For the young man, average values of �30% and 6.8 m/s

were respectively obtained for the parameters AIx and RI, while for the older man

respective values of 24.8% and 13.3 m/s were obtained. A distinctly different AIx

and RI between the two subjects was mainly attributed to the fact that, for the young

man with better arterial compliance capability, the pulse wave was spread through

the arteries at a lower velocity while the reflected wave also arrived back at the aorta

after late systole, resulting in a negative AIx and a smaller RI. In contrast, for the old

man with stiffer arteries, the blood pulse velocity was higher and the reflected wave

arrived back to the aorta in early systole, leading to a positive AIx and a larger RI.

On the other hand, regarding the acquired current signal, the waveform comprised

five main parts, labeled as a-wave to e-wave: initially positive (A-wave), early nega-

tive (B-wave), re-increasing (C-wave), late re-decreasing (D-wave), and diastolic pos-

itive (E-wave). The height of each wave was measured from the baseline, with the

values above the baseline being positive and those under it negative. To quantify

the difference, a parameter (C/A) was employed, which was defined by the ratio

of the height of the C-wave to that of the A-wave. The C/A and AIx values were

measured from 25 people with ages spanning from 26 to 70 years old, as shown

in Figure 17I. It was interesting to find that the C/A index decreased with age, while

AIx followed a reverse trend. These two parameters were reported to independently

but complementarily indicate the vascular stiffness. AIx increased with increasing

arterial stiffness, while the C/A index decreased. These statistical results demon-

strated that the measured output voltage and current by BMS could reflect the con-

dition of the cardiovascular system as well as the risk of cardiovascular disease.

Meanwhile, to obtain more information, a further step was made to measure the

pulse-wave velocity (PWV) by using multiple BMSs to monitor human pulse waves

over different artery sites. Figure 17J reports the simultaneously acquired voltage

signals when three BMSs were respectively attached to the carotid artery, left wrist,

and the chest. The inset shows an enlarged view of a cycle of output signals with

characteristic dots labeling the cycle start points. The start point of the signal

acquired from chest came first, which respectively was 53 and 163 ms earlier than

the signals from carotid artery and left wrist. For the test subject, PWV1 =

5.66 m/s (along the chest to carotid artery) and PWV2 = 5.9 m/s (along the chest

to left wrist) were experimentally obtained, which were typical normal values for a

healthy adult. Via LabVIEW, measured pulse rate, PWV, AIx, and RI were continu-

ously displayed, as shown in Figure 17K.

Furthermore, a membrane-based triboelectric sensor (M-TES) was also reported for

self-powered biomedical monitoring.140 The M-TES has a multi-layered structure, as

illustrated in Figure 18A. FEP and latex were employed as the two triboelectric layers

with copper as the electrodes. To promote the triboelectrification and acceptable
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Figure 18. Membrane-Based Triboelectric Sensor for Self-Powered Health Monitoring

(A) Schematic illustration of the M-TES.

(B) A SEM image of FEP nanorod arrays. Scale bar, 1 mm.

(C and D) Photographs of (C) an M-TES and (D) an M-TES with the latex membrane swollen.

(E) Demonstration of human respiration detection by utilizing the M-TES.

(F) Output voltage signals of the M-TES at a breathing rate of 32 per minute.

(G) Demonstration and output voltage signals of the M-TES as a heart rate monitor.

From Bai et al.140 Copyright Wiley.
sensitivity toward external tiny pressure change, nanorod arrays were produced on

the FEP surface, as shown in the inset of Figure 18A and SEM image in Figure 18B. A

photograph of the M-TES with a circular apparent contact area is presented in Fig-

ure 18C. In response to external pressure change, the latex membrane would swell

to enable a separation from the FEP film (Figure 18D). For practical application, a

simple and cost-effective respiration detection system was developed based on

the M-TESs. As shown in the inset of Figure 18E, the abdominal expansion and

contraction behavior during human respiration caused a periodical air pressure

change in the air bag, which could be detected by the M-TES. The acquired voltage

signals were collected and the calculated breathing rate displayed on a program

developed via LabVIEW (Figure 18F), which indicated a breathing rate of 32 per min-

ute. In addition, a heartbeat monitor was also demonstrated based on the M-TES by

measuring the heartbeat-induced voltage signals, as shown in Figure 18G. This indi-

cated a stable heart rate of 72 beats per minute for the participant, given a pulse

signal peak corresponding to one heartbeat.

The implantable triboelectric active sensor (iTEAS) is another TENG-based self-pow-

ered sensor for monitoring of human physiological and pathological signs.193 For

in vivo application, the iTEAS device was fully encapsulated with biocompatible ma-

terials, as shown in Figures 19A and 19B. Here, PTFE thin film was employed as one

triboelectric layer and aluminum thin film as another. Figure 19C is a SEM image of

the PTFE thin film showing the surface nanostructure. A spacer was created by inte-

grating the titanium strip onto the Kapton film to realize the vertical contact and

separation between PTFE and aluminum. The whole device was packaged with a

core-shell encapsulating strategy with assured hermetic, biocompatible, and flex-

ible properties. Figure 19D is a photograph of the as-fabricated iTEAS sensor de-

vice. With a total thickness of 1 mm, the device was easy to fit to the non-planar

surfaces of organs for further monitoring purposes.
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Figure 19. Implantable Triboelectric Active Sensor for Self-Powered Continuous Monitoring of Multiple Physiological Signs

(A and B) Schematic illustrations of the structure design of the iTEAS (A), and it was in original and bending states (B).

(C) A SEM image of the nanostructure modification on the n-PTFE triboelectric layer. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(D) Photograph of the as-fabricated sensor device.

(E) Schematic illustrating the mechanisms for blood flow velocity monitoring. Red arrows represented the direction of blood flow.

(F) Time interval between the peaks of the two corresponding waveforms.

(G) The leading time (LT) decreased and the blood flow velocity increased with the elevation of blood pressure. Purple points represent the mean values

of three consecutive LTs randomly selected under different systolic blood pressures. Blue points represent the mean velocity of calculated blood flow

based on the LT.

From Ma et al.193 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
By way of demonstration, the iTEAS was placed in the right femoral artery for blood

pressure (BP) measurement, and also connected to a multi-channel data-acquisition

system via a commercialized transducer for real-time data acquirement. Experimen-

tally, the peak voltage emerged at the blood pumping out from heart, as shown in

Figure 19E. The recorded BP was increased to culmination (sBP) when the blood

flowed through the femoral artery, which resulted in a leading time (LT) between

two adjacent signal peaks (Figure 19F). As a consequence, the blood flow velocity

would be calculated as follows:
Vavg = S/LT, (Equatio
n 7)

where Vavg is the average blood flow velocity and S represents the length between

heart and femoral artery. Under different sBPs, the blood flow velocity was measured

to increase with elevated sBP, but the LT was measured to decrease with increasing

sBP, as shown in Figure 19G. These demonstrations showed the great potential of

iTEAS for continuous real-time monitoring to forewarn of early-stage heart illness

and ventricular fibrillations.
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Materials Usage and Surface Modification

Theworking principle of TENG is rooted in the coupling of contact electrification and

electrostatic induction. How to optimize the two plays a critical role in improving the

TENG’s output performance. Caused by the influence of triboelectric charges, elec-

trostatic induction in TENG is simply a redistribution of electrons in metal electrodes.

As a consequence, promotion of the contact electrification and maximization of the

surface triboelectric charge density represents the most fundamental strategy for

improving TENG output performance. To date, the practical approaches of

increasing the surface charge density are generally classified into three categories:

materials selection, material surface physical modification, and material surface

chemical modification. In the remaining section, we introduce and review these

aspects.

Materials Usage

When two materials with different electron affinity are brought into contact with one

another, charges transfer at the interface.194–196 The triboelectric charge density

is largely determined by the electron affinity difference between two contact

materials.197,198 Under identical environmental conditions and the nature of contact,

choosing two materials with larger difference in electron affinity as the pair of tribo-

electric layers will produce higher triboelectric charge density and better TENG elec-

trical output performance. Table 1 is a triboelectric table, which was tested by Bill

Lee (ª 2009 by AlphaLab, Inc). This table lists the common materials based on their

tendency to gain electrons (electronegative) or lose electrons (electropositive),

which is used as guidance for materials selection in TENG design. Testing was

done at low surface-to-surface force under one-tenth atmosphere with a frictional

energy per area of 1 mJ/cm2. The data was acquired at temperature of 22.2�C
with 35% relative humidity, by using an AlphLab Surface DC Voltmeter SVM2. An

additional Exair 7006 AC ion source was employed to neutralize samples between

different tests. The testing samples were smooth solids in the shape of one-inch

strips. All samples needed to be sanded or scraped clean before testing. For the

non-smooth solid materials, its charge affinity ranking was interpolated by using

its effect on other smooth solids with known affinity values. From the table, of

all the materials, PTFE is so far the most electronegative one with a charge affinity

of �190 nC/J. This is the reason why PTFE has been widely used in TENG device

fabrication.62,71,93–95,106,139

Material Surface Physical Modification

To promote the output performance of TENG, materials surface physical modifica-

tion onto triboelectric layers also plays an important role in boosting the triboelec-

tric charge density by increasing the effective contact area. Figure 20 demonstrates

the representative morphologies created to add surface roughness at the nano-

scale to increase the effective contact area between two triboelectric layers.

Thus, more triboelectric charges will be generated during friction.

PDMS is a common polymer material used for TENG fabrication.58,59,199–201 To make

patterned PDMS films, a first step was taken to fabricate the Si wafer molds via a

photolithography method. Different recessed features including lines, cubes, and

pyramids could then be placed onto the Si wafer by a dry or wet etching process.

The commercial liquid PDMS elastomer was first mixed with a crosslinker, and the

mixture was uniformly spin-coated onto the surface of the master after a degassing

process. To facilitate ease of peeling off the patterned PDMS thin film from themaster

after curing thermally, themold surface was treated with trimethylchlorosilane before

the spin coating.58 Figures 20A–20C respectively show the SEM images of the
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Table 1. Triboelectric Table

Insulator Name Charge
Affinity
(nC/J)

Insulator Name Charge
Affinity
(nC/J)

Polyurethane foam +60 Sorbothane +58

Hair, oily skin +45 solid polyurethane +40

Magnesium fluoride +35 nylon, dry skin +30

Machine oil +29 Nylatron +28

Glass (soda) +25 paper +10

Wood (pine) +7 cotton +5

Nitrile rubber +3 wool 0

Polycarbonate �5 acrylic �10

Epoxy �32 styrene-butadiene rubber �35

PET (mylar) solid �40 EVA rubber �55

Gum rubber �60 polystyrene �70

Polyimide �70 silicones �72

Vinyl: flexible �75 LDPE �90

Polypropylene �90 HDPE �90

Cellulose nitrate �93 UHMWPE �95

Polychloroprene �98 PVC (rigid vinyl) �100

Latex (natural) rubber �105 Viton, filled �117

Epichlorohydrin rubber �118 Santoprene rubber �120

Hypalon rubber, filled �130 butyl rubber, filled �135

EDPM rubber, filled �140 PTFE (Teflon) �190
patterned PDMS thin film with line features (Figure 20A), cubic features (Figure 20B),

and pyramid structure (Figure 20C), with insets showing the corresponding enlarged

cross-sectional views of the line, cubic, and pyramidal structures. To investigate the

electrical output performance of the as-fabricated TENG, a flat unpatterned PDMS

thin film with identical thickness was employed as a comparison. The measured

open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current output of the TENGs with four different

feature types clearly followed an order of flat film < line < cube < pyramid. Moreover,

the PDMS films with pyramid or cube features delivered about 5- to 6-fold enhance-

ment of the output power compared with that of flat PDMS film.

Polymer nanowires arrays are another common nanostructure employed to in-

crease the surface roughness and the triboelectric charge density, which usually

are created on the exposed polymer surface by a top-down method through

reactive ion etching.202 Technically, a 10-nm Au layer was coated onto one

side of the cleaned polymer thin film by using a direct current sputter as a nano-

scale mask for creating the surface roughness. The Au-coated polymer thin film

was put into an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chamber, where O2, Ar, and

CF4 gases were introduced at flow rates of 10.0, 15.0, and 30.0 sccm, respec-

tively. A large density of plasma ions was then generated by using one power

source of 400 W, which would later be accelerated toward the polymer surface

by another power source of 100 W. A series of polymer nanowires with different

diameters and lengths could be obtained with different ICP reactive ion etching

times.61 Figure 20D is a SEM image of the created PTFE nanowire arrays as a

surface modification.106 This shows that the short-circuit current output of
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Figure 20. Surface Physical Modification for Improving the TENG Output Performance

(A–C) SEM images of the patterned PDMS thin film with line features (A), cubic features (B), and pyramid features (C). Scale bars, 100 mm. Insets: high-

magnification images (scale bars, 10 mm). From Fan et al.58 Copyright the American Chemical Society.

(D) A SEM image of the polymer nanowires on the PTFE surface. Scale bar, 500 nm. From Chen et al.106 Copyright Wiley.

(E) A SEM image of nanopores on aluminum electrode. Scale bar, 150 nm. From Bai et al.62 Copyright the American Chemical Society.

(F) A SEM image of the gold nanoparticles coated on gold surface. Scale bar, 300 nm. From Zhu et al.87 Copyright the American Chemical Society.
as-fabricated TENG with nanowires as surface modification was increased to

about 2.1-fold that without nanomaterial surface modification.61,106

Metal thin films were also employed to fabricate TENG for a simplified device struc-

ture, usually playing dual roles of electrode and triboelectric layer. Creating a nano-

structure on the metal surface could also increase the surface roughness to achieve

an improved TENG output performance. An electrochemical anodization method

was used to create nanopores on the aluminum thin film surface. Oxalic acid with

a mass concentration of 4% was chosen as the electrolyte and a platinum thin film

as the cathode under the bias voltage of 25 V for 5 hr. In a solution of 20 g/L chromic

acid, the alumina layer was etched away at 60�C for 2 hr. Figure 20E shows a SEM

image of the aluminum with nanoporous modification, which played an important

role in increasing the contact area. Under larger contact force, polymer thin film

was deformed and filled the vacant nanopores to enhance the effective contact

area.62 Furthermore, the structural coupling of aluminum nanoporous and polymer

nanowires arrays were also proved to further increase the effective contact area of

the TENG.71,106,108

Additionally, as shown by the SEM image in Figure 20F, a single layer of

gold nanoparticles with an average size of 56 nm was also placed onto the Au

films to obtain enhanced TENG output performance.87 With a similar purpose,

an Ag nanowires/nanoparticles composite was also assembled on the surface

of the aluminum foil.203 Later, a facile and robust route was reported to form highly

functional and controllable nanostructures via block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly

to promote triboelectric charge generation.204 Very recently, a simple, fast, and
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low-cost method was reported to create linear microstructures onto both

aluminum and Kapton surface by using commercial sandpapers with different

grit sizes.205

Material Surface Chemical Modification

Creating physical nanoscale surface roughness on the triboelectric layer is an effec-

tive approach to increase the triboelectric charge density, while engineering the

surface chemical property with appropriate functional groups is equally important

as another basic approach to boost the TENG electric output.206–209

In nature, polymers with strong electron affinity usually contain a large amount of

element fluorine, such as PTFE and FEP. Thus, introducing extra fluorine onto the

polymer surface as a chemical modification is an effective approach to promote sur-

face triboelectric charge density. Shin et al. reported a simple, effective, and cost-

competitive way to functionalize the PET surface either with poly-L-lysine solution

or trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (FOTS), respectively introducing

positively charged amino group (-NH3) and negatively charged -CF3 group, as illus-

trated in Figure 21A. Via the chemical modifications, the PET demonstrated higher

tendency to lose or gain electrons due to the -NH3 group or the fluorinated surface,

respectively. Under identical experimental conditions, device structure, and dimen-

sions, the voltage output was increased from 4 V to about 110 V via poly-L-lysine

modification, while an increase to 205 V was obtained after the PET surface was

chemically modified with FOTS. The measured short-circuit current density also

showed a trend similar to that of the voltage output of the as-fabricated TENG

device.207 The chemically modified surfaces also demonstrated decent stability in

that no electrical output degradation was observed after operation of 7,200 cycles,

which maintained the performance even over a month. Li et al. also developed an

effective, general, and area-scalable approach to surface modification of a PET

film via ICP etching using a mixture of carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) and oxygen (O2)

gases, and the TENGs based on the modified PET delivered a drastic enhancement

of about 300% in open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and triboelectric charge

density.210

Zhang et al. also presented a simple technique to boost TENG electrical output by

using a single-step fluorocarbon plasma treatment on the patterned PDMS sur-

face.208 The electric output of TENG achieved an increase of 2.78-fold with an

optimized plasma reactive time of 96 s. Cheng et al. also reported a surface chemical

modification method by using C4F8 plasma treatment on to the wrinkle-structured

PDMS.211 Compared with untreated TENG, the output current and surface charge

density were increased by 810% and 528%, respectively.

Besides introducing extra fluorine as surfacemodification, ion injection via air corona

discharging is another effective approach to promote the polymer triboelectric

charge density.212 Figure 21B shows the injection of ions onto the FEP film via the

air-ionization gun. A 5-fold enhancement of the surface charge density was achieved

by this ion-injection method, which resulted in a proportional enhancement of both

the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, contributing to a total 25-fold

enhancement of the power density.

Additionally, sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) is a molecular infiltration process

based on the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique, which could tailor the

internal composition and electrical properties of polymer films. Yu et al. reported

an internal AlOx-doped triboelectric polymers PDMS thin film based on SIS for a
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Figure 21. Surface Chemical Modification for Improving the TENG Output Performance

(A) The plasma-treated PET surface was functionalized with poly-L-lysine solution and FOTS. From Shin et al.207 Copyright the American Chemical

Society.

(B) Schematic illustration showing the injection of ions generated via air corona discharging onto the FEP film by using the air-ionization gun. From

Wang et al.212 Copyright Wiley.

(C) Cross-sectional SEM images (i) and EDS mappings of a pristine PDMS film and an AlOx-doped PDMS film for Al, Si, O, and C elements (ii–v). Scale

bars, 2.5 mm. From Yu et al.213 Copyright Wiley.
performance-enhanced TENG.213 The doping process was carried out in a custom-

ized ALD system by sequentially introducing trimethylaluminum and H2O vapor to

the PDMS thin film at 80�C with controlled exposure time and cycles. The AlOx

doping depth could reach about 3 mm. Figure 21C shows the cross-sectional SEM

images (i) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mappings of a pristine PDMS

film and an AlOx-doped PDMS film for Al, Si, O, and C elements (ii–v). Compared

with PDMS-PDMS-constructed TENG, the short-circuit charge transfer was

increased from 5 mC/m2 to 45 mC/m2 for the PDMS-AlOx-doped PDMS-constructed

TENG. To summarize, with the rapid development of nanotechnology and chemical

science, it is expected that more advanced surface modification techniques could be

applied in developing high-performance TENG for both energy harvesting and self-

powered sensing.

Surface Friction and Device Robustness

With reliance on the surface friction, a common challenge of TENG for mechanical

energy harvesting and self-powered sensing is the material abrasion and the conse-

quently generated heat,128 which renders the device non-robust and inefficient
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under long-term continuous work, especially for its application to high-frequency vi-

bration motions. To date, the efforts committed to improve the TENG robustness

can be generally classified into three categories: materials usage, working mode

development, and device structure design.

To begin with, from the perspective of materials usage to improve device robust-

ness, on one hand, given the charge affinity, durable materials with higher mechan-

ical strength are preferable. On the other hand, material surface nanostructure

modification is a common method to boost TENG output performance. Highly

reliant on the surface friction, appropriate nanostructure design is important

to TENG robustness. Zhu et al. found that nanowires of appropriate length (hun-

dreds of nanometers) contributed to much more enhanced electrical output

than that of excessively long nanowires, since for overly long nanowires the strain

generated at the root was likely to exceed the elastic limit of the polymer material,

resulting in permanent deformation and materials fatigue.61 As a consequence,

rational design of the polymer nanowire aspect ratio is critical in reducing materials

fatigue.

Furthermore, from the perspective of working mechanism to alleviate the surface

friction for a better device robustness, a freestanding working mode of TENG was

developed, whereby the device was capable of generating electricity by non-con-

tact sliding.102–104 However, an awkward dilemma emerged in this working mode

owing to the unavoidable elastic charge dissipation. A rolling friction enhanced free-

standing-mode triboelectric nanogenerator was later developed to timely replenish

static charge by creatively introducing a rod rolling friction without compromising

the device robustness.214

In addition, from the perspective of device structure design, a magnet-assisted auto-

matic transition triboelectric nanogenerator was demonstrated to harness various

ambient rotational motions to generate electricity with largely reduced surface fric-

tion by converting the in-plane sliding electrification to a contact-separation working

mode and creating an automatic transition between a contact working state and a

non-contact working state.71 Li et al., also reported a methodology to realize an

automatic transition between the contact and non-contact states to achieve an un-

precedented TENG robustness with decent electrical output.215 In addition, a rolling

friction design was also reported to replace in-pane sliding friction, which consumed

less mechanical energy and rendered the device acceptable robustness with mini-

mized materials abrasion.216 In summary, to promote high-performance robust

TENG devices toward practical applications, more research efforts are urgent and

highly desirable.

Summary and Perspective

As a unique invention in 2012, TENG has undergone remarkable developments

in both mechanical energy harvesting and self-powered active sensing. Relying

on its distinctive mechanism, TENG overcomes the challenges of traditional

approaches for vibration energy harvesting. It exhibits obvious advantages over

the electromagnetic generator in harvesting irregular and random vibration

motions, especially over low-frequency range. Moving toward future develop-

ment, certain issues and problems still remain to be resolved to further advance

the field.

First and foremost, TENG is established based on triboelectrification, a ubiquitous

but underexplored phenomenon around us in daily life.217,218 Why do two
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materials, especially inert polymers, become positively or negatively charged

when they are brought into contact with one another? It has been argued that

the charging is due to the electron transfer as a result of energy level misalignment,

or ion or materials species transfer. To better understand the triboelectrification

in TENG devices, in situ atomic-force microscopy (AFM) was employed to study

the friction-induced triboelectric charges on a dielectric surface, the characteriza-

tion of triboelectric charge distribution, the multi-friction effect on charge transfer,

and the subsequent charge diffusion.219 By using an AFM tip an electric field

was applied between two materials, which could purposely manipulate the

contact electrification process both in polarity and magnitude of the transferred

charge.220 Very recently, it was reported that the high vacuum environment of

10�6 torr could eliminate the air breakdown limit during contact electrification,

which helped to boost the triboelectric charge density from 120 mCm�2 to

660 mCm�2. This was attributed to high vacuum environment being able to firstly

reduce interfering factors such as dust and moisture, and secondly promote charge

transfer.221 As the cornerstone of TENG, a clarification of the underlying mecha-

nism of contact electrification will be of great benefit in optimizing the TENG

output performance.

Owing to the large inner impedance, a general challenge of TENG is its

relatively low current compared with its voltage output, which also hinders

the TENG in high-performance vibration energy harvesting. The current output

of TENG is usually around several hundred microamperes, while the output

voltage can easily reach 1,000 V. To address this problem, a multi-unit parallel

connection was proposed to promote the current output, which threw some light

on the aspect of device structure design. However, how to more effectively boost

the current output of TENG is critical but remains an open question. Furthermore,

efficiently managing the output power of TENG is equally important in realizing

TENG for practical applications. Some research progress was achieved by using

a traditional transformer, which held low power management efficiency by

enhancing the current at the cost of output voltage. Developing high-efficiency po-

wer management circuit matching with TENG output characteristics is highly

desirable.

Moreover, the maximum energy conversion efficiency is achieved at the device reso-

nance vibration state. If the device nature frequency does not match that of the input

mechanical vibration, the electrical output would degrade greatly. As a conse-

quence, the working bandwidth plays a vital role in TENG for ambient vibration en-

ergy harvesting as well as widening the applicability of the TENG as a self-powered

sensor. Integrating an array of TENG devices with close frequency responses is a

practical approach to broaden the working bandwidth. Non-uniform mass distribu-

tion in the device design is another way to widen the single device’s working band-

width. Consequently, combining the device mechanical design with consideration of

its electrical output to widen the working bandwidth will be a promising research

direction.

Large-scale vibration energy harvesting could potentially be interesting, and

could impart a sizable impact on society as a whole. To date, TENG-enabled

vibration energy harvesting has been single-device-based research toward

portable electronics. How to scale up would be an interesting topic. A network

of TENGs was demonstrated to hold potential for large-scale blue energy har-

vesting.222 Regarding the use of arrays of TENG devices for large-scale vibration

energy harvesting, how to maximize the electrical output of each unit under its
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local vibration frequency, maintain the electrical connection among units, and effi-

ciently combine the generated output power still need considerable research

efforts.

For acoustic energy harvesting, how to efficiently convert sound waves into thin-

film vibration is the key point in ensuring output performance. The elasticity,

pre-stain of thin film, and device structure design for reduced air damping are

important parameters that need systematic optimization. To capture the vibration

in human cardiovascular system for either energy harvesting or sensing purposes,

the selection of materials is critical, which usually needs biocompatible and biode-

gradable materials with decent mechanical durability. Device packaging is also

very important and challenging especially for the in vivo applications, since the

output performance of the TENG highly depends on the humidity of working

conditions.

For textile-based energy harvesting, functional fibers are the first step and building

blocks, which need decent mechanical strength and durability during fiber mutual

friction. How to improve the fiber abrasion resistance could be crucial. The recently

developed polymer-assisted metal deposition could throw some light on this

factor.223 Owing to the surface curvature, how to develop fiber lithography or other

techniques to build up stronger fibers with the desired function is a challenge.

Furthermore, to bring real impact onto society, large-scale production of the func-

tional fibers and knitting/weaving for the power textiles is a must, which could

also greatly reduce the cost through mass production.

Moreover, a requirement of the frequent surface contact/friction between two

materials will result in material abrasion and the concomitantly generated heat.

This will make the device nondurable under long-term operation and reduce the

energy conversion efficiency. Rational device structure design and materials usage

is a key point in this regard. For instance, the freestanding working mode of TENG

does not require direct physical contact between triboelectric layers. Kapton is

more durable than PDMS for TENG fabrication. In addition, since the TENG output

performance is highly subjected to environmental factors, such as temperature,

humidity, pressure, particle contamination, and so forth,224–226 cost-effective

packaging techniques are highly desirable, especially for operation in harsh

environments.

Last but not least, based on the surface charging effect, the TENG-based vibration

sensing is challenged at miniaturization, which greatly hinders its further advance

into the micro-electro-mechanical systems field. More advanced device design

and fine fabrication techniques are warranted to accomplish a higher spatial resolu-

tion for TENG-based vibration sensors.

In sum, vibration is the commonest mechanical motion in Nature. To date, a variety

of device structures and designs have been specially developed to harvest

energy from various forms of ambient vibration motions, and the state-of-the-art

progress is summarized in Figure 22. These devices reported a wide range of

energy conversion efficiency, as summarized in Table 2. On one hand, for TENG-

based vibration energy harvesting, a similar device may have different energy

conversion efficiency toward different vibration energy sources. On the other

hand, even for the same vibration energy source, the efficiency is also subject to

the real-time vibration frequency and external load resistance. Thus, different

from solar cells, to the best of our knowledge, there is as yet no standardized
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Figure 22. Schematic Demonstrating State-of-the-Art Progress of TENGs for Vibration Energy

Harvesting/Sensing

From the structural perspective, TENG-based vibration energy harvesting/sensing mainly relies on

the spring, elastic plastic, or other elastomers to provide restoring force to realize periodic contact

and separation. The frequency response of the TENG devices highly depends on the mechanical

properties of the elastomers. For TENG-based acoustic wave, human pulse wave, or other tiny

vibrational energy harvesting or sensing, it is usually performed by converting mechanical vibration

into thin-film vibration, whereby the device performance is mainly determined by the thin-film

elasticity and weakening of air damping.
way to compare the devices for vibration energy harvesting, which thus needs more

research efforts in this aspect. Given the foregoing discussion and analysis, we

believe that long-term endeavors are still urgent and highly desired to further

advance this field.
Table 2. Summary of the Reported Vibration Energy Conversion Efficiency

TENG Maximum Efficiency

Liquid-metal-based TENG (Tang et al., 2015)112 70.6%

h=
Generated electric energy

Input mechanical energy
=

R
I2R dt

WB +Ws �WG

where I is the measured current under corresponding load resistance R.
WB, Ws, and WG represent the work done by the buoyancy,
surface tension, and gravity, respectively

Grating-structured freestanding TENG (Xie et al., 2014)113 85%a

h=
Generated electric energy

Input mechanical energy
=

R
I2R dt

2kx2

where I is the measured current under corresponding load resistance R,
k is the spring constant of a single spring, and x is the spring displacement

Integrated rhombic gridding-based TENG
(Yang et al., 2013)116

10.62(G1.19)%

h=
Eelectric

EG � Eelastic
=

R
I2R dt

mgDx� 1
2 kDx

2N

where I is the measured current under corresponding load resistance R;
EG is the gravitational potential energy; Eelastic is the elastic potential energy;
m is the total weight of the backpack; Dx is the average displacement of each spring;
k is the spring stiffness factor; and N is the number of springs. In this case, N is 4

aAll the reported efficiencies were obtained at the matched load resistances; 85% was the total energy conversion efficiency.
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